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Abstract : A Natural Language Interface to a Database (NLIDB) is a system that allows
the user to access information stored in a database by typing requests expressed in some
natural language. (NLIDB) are systems that translate a natural language sentence into a
database query NLDBI system including its probabilistic context free grammar, which can
be used to construct the parse tree, an algorithm to calculate the probabilities. We specify
the model for helping the user with queries depending up on probabilistic context free
grammar (PCFG) to relational database.
Keywords: NLDBI, Probabilistic Context Free Grammar, SQL Translator, Experimental
Methodology
The users face a huge problem as they may
1. NLDBI

not be aware of the

NLDBI (Natural Language Database

database dependent languages. As to provide

Interface) is a system that allows users to

a interface to the users such that they can

access a database in natural language and

enter the query in the English as most of the

has been a popular field of study. NLDBI

users of the system are familiar with the

allows the users to access the database even

English language. The users enter his query

though they doesn’t have the database

in the general English language the system

dependent SQL Queries. User enters his

is responsible for understanding the query

query with the help of interface. As all the

parse and translate into an SQL query.

employees in an organization may not be

LUNAR (1973)

aware of the SQL queries so the user cannot

This system comes in early seventies

access the database content directly. The

(1973).[2] The system LUNAR science

user who has the knowledge of the database

Natural language information system which

querying language can enter the query and

was used to serve queries regarding MOON

search in the database.

ROCKS. It syntactically analyzed language
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queries and then semantic analysis on the

would compose an answer that is relevant to

resulting parse tree. This system uses

the user’s original quer y in addition to

Augmented Transaction Network. Parses

planning the correct sequence of file queries

wood’s procedural semantics.

The third component of the LADDER
system is for File Access Manager (FAM).

ENGLISH WIZARD

The task of FAM is to find the location of

English Wizard[1] is another successful

the generic files and manage the access to

natural language query tool for relational

them in the distributed database.

database. It is one of the leading software
products that translate ordinary English
database requests into SQL, and then return
the results to the client. English Wizard
enables most database reporting tools and
client/server

applications

to

understand

everyday English requests for information,
and it also provides graphical UI for users
use.

CHAT-80 (1980)
This is one of the best-known NLIDBs of
the early eighties. CHAT-80 was developed
in Prolog language. In this system English
questions transferred into Prolog expressions
(logical

query

language),

which

were

evaluated against the Prolog database.
Which translated the query in logical query
language (LQL). The database of CHAT-80

LADDER (1978)

consists of facts (i.e. oceans, major seas,

It was designed as a natural language

major rivers and major cities) about 150 of

interface to a database of information about

the countries world and a small set of

US Navy ships. It uses semantic Grammar to

English

parse questions to query a distributed data

enough for querying the database.

base. The LADDER. System is based on a
three layered architecture. The question
answering is done via parsing the input and
mapping the parse tree to a database query
the first component of the system is for
Informal Natural Language Access to Navy
Data (INLAND), which accepts questions in
a natural language and produces a query to

language

vocabulary

that

are

TEAM (1978)
A large part of the research of that time was
devoted to portability issues. TEAM was
designed to be easily configurable by
database administrators with no knowledge
of NLIDBs. TEAM includes extracting of
the primary key and foreign key, it hasn’t
analyzed the relatio nship among entities

the database Second Component (IDA)
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and attributes, therefore it biased on
extracting the general grammar of the words

in

a

natural

language

category,

thus

increasing the complexity of extracting and
leading to the complexity of language
processing.
ASK (1996)
Ask (originally known as Ask Jeeves) is a
question answering focused web search
engine founded in 1996 by Garrett Gruener
and David Warthen in Berkeley, California.
The original software was implemented by
Gary Chevsky from his own design.
Warthen, Chevsky, Justin Grant, and others
built the early AskJeeves.com website
around that core engine. Three venture
capital firms, Highland Capital Partners,
Institutional Venture Partners, and The
RODA Group wereearly investors.
1.1 NLDBI Architecture: A probabilistic
context free grammar (or PCFG) is the
simplest statistical model to analyze
natural

language.

Usually

natural

Figure 1. NLDBI Architecture
To process a query, the first step is part of
speech tagging; after this step each word of
the query is tagged. The second step is
parsing the tagged sentence by a PCFG. The
PCFG parser analyzes the query sentence
according to the tag of each word, and
calculates the probability of all possible
grammar trees. The result of the analysis
forms a grammar tree with the maximum
probability. Finally, the SQL translator
processes the grammar tree to obtain the
SQL query by a series of dependency rules.
2. Probabilistic Context Free Grammar
Context-free grammar (CFG) and context-

language sentences are transformed into

free grammar parsing are consistently

a tree structure through PCFG, and the

defined concepts in the parsing literature.

grammar tree is analyzed according to

The trees of nested labeled constituents

user’s

produced by context-free parsers, simply

requirements.

CFG

has

a

formalization capability in describing

phrase

most sentence structures and so well

context free grammar is a CFG that assigns

formed that efficient sentence parser.

to each production rule a probability A

structure

trees.

A

probabilistic

phrase structure tree derivable by the
grammar is defined to have a probability
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equal to the product of all of the production
rules in the tree’s derivation. A probabilistic

The outside probability is defined as:

context free grammar consists of the
following: A terminal set: {wk}, where wk
is a word, corresponding to a leaf in the

3. SQL Translator

grammar tree.

Translating the leaves of the tree to the

A non-terminal set: {Ni}, Ni , which is a

corresponding

sign

terminals,

collecting information from the parsed tree

corresponding to a non-leaf node in the

Two techniques may be used to collect the

grammar tree.

information:

used

to

generate

SQL.

The

process

is

i) Dependency structure and
Consider a sentence w1m that is a sequence
of words w1 w2 w3……wm (ignoring
punctuations), and each str

ii)Verb sub categorization

in the sequence stands for a word in the

i) Dependency

sentence. The grammar tree of w1m can be

dependency

generated by a set of pre-defined grammar

relations between individual words with

rules. Inside and outside probability have

dependency labels, such as subject or

been introduced to calculate and select the

indirect object.

structure
represents

A

ing wi
typed

Grammatical

most probabilistic grammar trees. As shown
in figure 3, inside probability a(p,q) is the

ii) Verb sub categorization If we know the

total probability of generating words wp…..

sub categorization frame of the verb, we can

wq given that one is starting off with the

find the objects of this verb easily, and the

non-terminal Nj. The outside probability

target of the query can be found easily.

á(p,q) is the total probability of beginning
with the start symbol N and generating the
non terminal Nj and all the words outside
wp…. wq given the start s ymbol N.

4. Experimental Methodology
The system generated the parsed tree
shown in Figure 3. using the Stanford
Lexicalized Parser v1.6 that, in turn, uses the

The inside probability is defined as:

Penn Treebank.[1]
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For example, for the query “Select the
airlines who se seats number is more than 60
and whose mid-stops contain Wuhan.” The
SQL translator scanned the parsed tree and
recognized the phrases which may be the
targets of the query.

Figure 2. Query Result of input query
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field of study. PCFGs allow for probabilistic
The first sub-tree is a verb phrase which tells
the system the nearest noun phrase (the
airline) is the target of the query, and this is
determined by the sub-categorization frame
of the verb “select”. The other two sub-trees

resolution of ambiguities. From PCFG we
can calculate the probability of the input and
find out the accuracy of that. The next step
of is to optimize the PCFG, to accommodate
more complex queries.

which are in the form of verb phrase indicate
the modifiers of the target “airline”, and they
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